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ABSTRACT. - In this paper we study some new von Neumann spectral invariants associated 
to the Laplacian acting on L2 differential forms on the universal cover of a closed manifold. 
These invariants coincide with the Novikov-Shubin invariants whenever there is no spectral 
gap in the spectrum of the Laplacian, and are homotopy invariants in this case. In the 
presence of a spectral gap, they differ in character and value from the Novikov-Shubin 
invariants. Under a positivity assumption on these invariants, we prove that certain Lz theta 
and L* zera functions defined by metric dependent combinatorial Laplacians acting on L* 
cochains associated with a triangulation of the manifold, converge uniformly to their analytic 
counterparts, as the mesh of the triangulation goes to zero. 0 Elsevier, Paris 
Introduction 
Let (M, g) be a compact connected Riemannian manifold and &! be its 
universal cover, which is a Riemannian manifold with the induced metric. 
Although we only consider the universal cover in this paper, our results 
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extend easily to any Galois covering of M. Let A-] = d6 + c5d denote the 
Laplacian acting on L2 differential j-forms on M, where d denotes the 
de Rham differential and 6 its adjoint. Let Aa.,, denote the bottom of the 
spectrum of A,i on the orthogonal complement of its kernel. 
Let ICJ (t, 5, 9) denote the integral kernel of the heat operator e-+lj. 
By parabolic regularity theory, kj (t, X, r~) is smooth. Since Aj commutes 
with the action of the fundamental group ~1 (M), we see that 
kj (t; Y.lE, 7.y) = kj (t, IL. TJ) 
for all y E rr1 (M) (here we identify the cotangent spaces of 2 and y.z 
via y). Recall that the von Neumann trace of ePtA, is given by 
T (CfAJ) = / tr (Ic, (t; x, x)) ds. 
.\I 
ATIYAH [2] defined the L” Betti numbers of M as follows, 
b;‘*, (ti) = 7 (Pj), 
where Pj denotes the orthogonal projection onto the kernel of A,. Then, 
since lcj (t, 2, y) converges as t 3 00 uniformly over compact subsets 
to /up, (z, r~), where kp, (2, r~) denotes the integral kernel of the operator 
PI (cfi [20]), we see that 
q2, (ti) = lim++cc 7- (eetAJ). 
Define the von Neumann algebra theta functions 
- 
dj (t) = T (edtAJ) - b(2) (M) 
Explicit calculations tend to show that the large time asymptotics of 
Sj (t) are of the form e -A~,~ ’t-j' for some p > 0. This motivates the 
following definitions 
,f?j (M, 9) = SUP {p E R : eXo’t t 0, (t) is 0 (t-“) as t + CXI} E [0, KI] 
pj (M, 9) = inf {,d E R : t-’ is 0 (eXa.tt 0, (t))) as t -+ CO} E [0, CM]. 
Whenever X0, j = 0 (note that this condition is independent of the choice 
of metric, c$ [ 12]), ,& (M, g) and i7J (M, g) coincide with the Novikov- 
Shubin invariants (c$ [lo], [12], [3], [14]) of M and therefore they are 
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independent of the choice of metric. However when X0.j > 0, they differ 
from the Novikov-Shubin invariants, and are probably dependent on the 
choice of Riemannian metric, as an example by Donald CARTWRIGHT [5] 
appears to indicate. But ,0j (M, g) and Dj (M, g) are by fiat clearly von 
Neumann spectral invariants, which tend to be finite even when Novikov- 
Shubin invariants aren’t, as we demonstrate by examples in section 5. They 
are also invariant under scaling of the metric by a constant. The Hodge 
star operator on the universal cover of A4 is a von Neumann algebra 
isometry intertwining the Laplacians Aj and An-j, where YZ denotes 
the dimension of M. Hence we see that /3j (M, g) = ,&,-j (M, g) and 
pj (M, g) = P,-j (M, g) for all 0 2 j 5 n. Using the local Harnack 
inequality [24], one observes that the large time asymptotics of 00 (t) 
coincide with the large time asymptotics of I].E-~*~ )I I+,~. It is unclear to 
us if this is also true on j-forms, where j > 0. 
We next give a summary of our results. Let K denotes a triangulation 
of M. In section 1, we define a metric dependent combinatorial Laplacian 
*“. w acting on L2 cochains on the universal cover E, besides other 
bickground material. Section 2 contains a detailed analysis of the 
relationship between the spectral density functions for the combinatorial 
Laplacian and the analytic Laplacian. These estimates are the analogues 
on non-compact covering spaces of some results of DODZIUK and PATODI 
[8] that also enable us to show that the bottom of the spectrum of the 
I;- J,+ 
combinatorial Laplacian, X0 3 converges to the bottom of the spectrum 
of the analytic Laplacian X0, j, as the mesh of the triangulation goes to 
zero. In section 3 we prove some estimates for the combinatorial and 
the analytic L2 theta functions, which are used later on in the paper. 
In section 4, we prove that e 0~3 AJypqt) converges uniformly in 
t E [to, cm) to e xO,r t 19j (t), for any to > 0, as the mesh v of the 
triangulation K goes to zero. In section 5, we compute the values of 
the invariants ,0j (M, g), pj (M, g) for closed odd dimensional hyperbolic 
manifolds. In section 6, under the assumption that /3j (M, g) > 0, we 
define the von Neumann determinant of the operator Aj - X0, j as well 
as the analytic p torsion, which is defined analogously to Ray-Singer 
torsion [ 181, as an alternating product of the von Neumann determinants 
of Aj - X0, j. We also define its combinatorial counterpart, which we 
call combinatorial P-torsion. In section 7, we prove convergence theorems 
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for L2 theta and L2 zeta functions respectively, as the mesh of the 
triangulation goes to zero, extending to the non-compact covering space 
classical theorems [8]. The latter arise naturally in the study of L2 torsion 
invariants, see [16, 41 and [14]. We anticipate that the technical results 
of this paper have applications in a number of directions and will provide 
the groundwork for the investigation of other spectral properties of the 
Laplacian on non-compact manifolds. The results of section 7 also give 
evidence that the combinatorial p-torsion converges to the analytic ,!5 
torsion, as the mesh of the triangulation goes to zero. We plan to study 
this and other questions raised in this paper elsewhere. 
We conclude the introduction with the conjecture that pj (M, g) is 
always positive. Earlier, SUNADA [23] had conjectured that this was the case 
for functions, that is, /lo (M, g) > 0. This has been proved by Terry LYONS 
and we present his proof in the appendix to our paper. We also conjecture 
that pj (K, g) converges to /3j (M, g) as the mesh of the triangulation 
goes to zero, where ,0j (K, g) denotes the combinatorial counterpart of 
/?j (M, g). The results of section 4 suggest that this conjecture is true, and 
one can find a discussion of it over there. 
1. Preliminaries 
In this section, we establish the notation of the paper. We recall 
the definition of the combinatorial and analytic L2 theta functions and 
also some of their basic properties following the notation established 
in [4] and [7] (with some minor changes). Thus (M, g) is a compact 
manifold without boundary with Riemannian metric g and dimension n. 
The fundamental group of A4 we denote by I’ and we lift g to a I’ invariant 
Riemannian metric 3 on the universal cover a. Now introduce the space 
1;2c2) (G) of L2 differential forms with respect to the volume defined by 
this metric. Denote by d the exterior derivative (which is a I’-invariant lift 
of the exterior derivative on forms on M) on a(2) (A?). Strictly speaking 
we must restrict the action of d to sufficiently smooth forms. When this 
becomes crucial we shall introduce the appropriate notation. Let K be a 
triangulation of A4 and 2 be the induced r-invariant triangulation of &f. 
Let C(K) denote the space of cochains on K and C(2) (R) denote the 
space of e2 cochains on k. 
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Following [7], we use the de Rham and Whitney maps to relate the 
combinatorial and de Rham complexes. For &I, let A denote the de Rbam 
map from the de Rham complex to the combinatorial complex and I&’ 
denote the Whitney map which goes in the reverse direction and satisfies: 
Al+=1 
(we will review the definitions of these maps in section 2). We may use the 
Whitney map to define an equivalent inner product on C(2) (I?) by setting 
(G-I, C&)r?/ = (bvc,, r/trc,r) 
where O , u’ are elements of k and c,, denotes the characteristic cochain 
of CT. The fundamental group I? acts on each of the complexes fl(,)(h;l) 
and C(Z)(I?) by unitary operators. There are isomorphisms of I?-modules: 
a(2) 0% 2 Q(2) of) Q9 t2 (J3, C(2) (k) g C(K) c3 l2 (l?), 
where a(21 (M) denotes L 2 forms on M and I? acts on e2 (I’) by the 
left regular representation A. The von Neumann algebra generated by 
{A (y) Iy E I’} is a finite von Neumann algebra IA with normalised trace 
denoted T. We may regard the trace 7 as being defined on the commutant 
as well (as in [6]) by letting xe denote the function in l2 (I’) which is one 
at the identity of r and zero elsewhere and then 7 (B) = (Bxe, xe)e2 (r), 
for any B in IA or 2.4’. There is also a finite trace on the commutant 
B (C (K)) @ ,?A’ of this U action on C’(2) (I?): it is tr @  7 where tr denotes 
the usual matrix trace on the finite dimensional space B (C (K)). Note 
that 2.4 and U’ are anti-isomorphic [6]. 
There is a semifinite trace also denoted tr @  r on the commutant of the 
U action on O(2) (A$. This commutant is just B (R(2) (M)) @ I U’ so that 
‘tr’ represents the unique semifinite trace on B (Q(2) (M)) which extends 
the usual trace on the trace class operators. Where no confusion can arise 
we simply write T for any of these traces. 
Now we introduce the spectral density functions for these complexes. 
Let dj denote the restriction of d to j-forms, with a similar convention 
for dF and df acting on Cj (K) and C{2, (I?) respectively. Let Sj 
denote the Hilbert space adjoint of ,dj with $3w denoting the adjoint 
of the coboundary d: with respect to the inner product on Cc2) (k). 
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Define the analytic Laplacian A,j to be equal to db + bd acting on _ _ 
Q(z) (u). We also define the combinatorial Laplacian A:. r4- to be equal 
to &’ ,jI’, fir + &I’, fir d l,- acting on Cf2) (I?). Regard dj as an operator on 
smooth j-forms in (kerd,j)‘. Then we may define the spectral resolution 
for 0~ E 6, <j = so” A dqi. By results of ATIYAH and SINGER ([2], [21]) 
the spectral projections Ei are in the cornmutant of the 24 action and 
have finite von Neumann trace. So we can also define the spectral density 
function Fj (X) = r (Ei). Similar comments apply to the combinatorial 
operator 15~ ” I’- dJ” so that we may similarly define its spectral projections 
Ek l’v;.j 
_ . 
x and the spectral density function F)fi-- I’7 (X). 
As in DODZIUK-PATODI [8], we make the following assumptions on our 
triangulations. Firstly, we consider only triangulations K which are 
rectilinear subdivisions of a fixed triangulation Ko. The next assumption 
is that the fullness of K (see [25] p. 125 for the definition) is bounded 
away from zero. 
We will next state a version of an elementary lemma which is due to 
NOVIKOV and SHUBIN and whose proof can be found in the appendix of [ 121. 
Let F : R+ -+ R+ be a non-decreasing function satisfying the following 
sub-exponential estimate, F (X) = 0 (eEX) for all E > 0. Then the Laplace 
transform of F exists, and is given by 
.I 
!x 
0 (t) = epAf dF (X). 
0 
Let E = lim,,a+ F (E) = F (Of). Then 6 = limt,, 0 (t). 
LEMMA 1.1 [ 121. - Let F and 0 be as above, and let Q > 0. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) There exists C > 0 such that 
C-IX” < F(X)-65 CX” 
for all X small, X > 0. 
(2) There exists C’ > 0 such that 
c’-l t-” < 0 (t) - Ii 5 c’t- 
for all t > 0. 
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More generally, one has the following equality 
lim infA+o+ 
{ 
log (F (X> - b) 
log x 1 
= lim inf t-+m - 
I 
log (I3 (t) - K) 
> 1ogt . 
In our context we need to consider a slightly different situation. Let 
G  : R + R+ be a non-decreasing function satisfying the sub-exponential 
estimate G  (A) = 0 (eFA) f or all E > 0, and G  (A) = 0 for X < Xc where 
Au > 0. Let 11, (t) denote its Laplace transform, that is, 
T/I(~) = 6: eeXtdG(X) for t > 0. 
Let Z = l imA+AO + G  (A) = limt,, $ (t). Then the following lemma is 
an easy consequence of Lemma 1.1. 
LEMMA 1.2. - Let G  and $ be as above, and let Q  > 0. Then the 
following conditions are equivalent. 
(1) There exists C > 0 such that 
C-l (A - X0)” 5 G(X) - a 5 C (A - X0)” 
for all X > X0 and X - X0 small. 
(2) There exists C’ > 0 such that 
(y-1 ,-x0 t t-” 5 $) (t) - a 5 c’ e-xot t-0 
for all t > 0. 
More generally, one has the following equality 
In fact, we shall use below the one-sided versions of the above Lemma 
(for example, the RHS inequality in (1) is equivalent to the RHS inequality 
in (2)), and also the fact that the constants in (1) and (2) are connected: 
if the situation depends on some parameter, C and C’ go to 0 or +cc 
at the same time. 
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2. The convergence of spectral functions 
In this section, we prove that the von Neumann spectral density of the 
combinatorial Laplacian converges to the von Neumann spectral density 
of the analytic Laplacian as we successively refine our triangulations so 
that the mesh goes to zero. We also prove the analogous theorem for the 
bottom of the spectra of the combinatorial and analytic Laplacians. We 
use the notation H” (a) for the Sobolev space consisting of forms w with 
(2-l) 
For the readers’ convenience we now recall (cJ: [7]) the definitions of 
the Rham and Whitney maps. For every continuous form w of degree p 
on &f we define a cochain s w E Cp (2) by the formula 
/w=c,(~w) .o* 
LEMMA 2.1 [7]. - Suppose w E Hk (fi), k > z + 1, has degree p. 
Define the de Rham map Aw = j” w, then Aw is in C(2) (2). Moreover 
ii : Hk (fi) + Clz, (I?) is bounded and Ad = dh; A. 
Let {UP}PE~<~ be an open covering of A4 by open stars of vertices 
of K, that is, U,, = st (2~) for u E K”. There is a partition of unity 
on M subordinate to this covering and which is given by the barycentric 
coordinate functions. Both the covering and the partition of unity can be 
lifted to A4 so that we obtain a partition of unity {P~~}~~I;.~ indexed by 
vertices of k with the following properties: 
(2.2) 
supp ,Lh c supp st v 
/At, . y = p--1,>. 
Now let 0 = [VO, . . . . wP] be a simplex of K. To simplify the notation 
we write pj = pw,, . Define the Whitney map 
(2.3) 
r?l, = 
po if p = 0 
P! ~~=, (-1)” hi dpo A . . . A dpi-1 A dpi+l A . . . A d/+ if p > 0. 
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Note that y* l%‘a = l%’ y-’ (T by (2.2). Another property of I&’ 0 which 
we need is 
(2.4) supp IV u = supp st 0. 
Now for an arbitrary cochain f = C ffl ca we define I@ f = C fa I?/’ c. 
In view of (2.4), the sum in (2.3) is locally finite and defines an L2 
form. For every f E C(z) (&) the form fif is in Rc2) (a). Moreover 
I@ : C(2) (R) -+ Q(2) (a) is a bounded operator with the following 
properties. 
(i) d . fi = c . d’ 
(2.5) (ii) Al&’ = I on Ct2) (r?-) 
(iii) y* P? f = l&’ (f . 7) for every f E C(,J (R) and every y E I. 
The first two properties are provided in [25]. The third one is a 
consequence of our choice of partition of untiy. 
Now we review some of the results of [lo] and [12] which we need. Let 
H denote a Hilbert space with a trivial action of l? and let V C t2 (I’) @ I H 
be a closed l? invariant subspace. Let Pv denote the orthogonal projection 
onto V. Then we recall that dimr (V) = 7 (Pv). It can be seen that 
dimr (V) is independent of the choice of the I’-invariant embedding of V 
as a subspace of e2 (I’) @  HS, where HS denotes a Hilbert space with a 
trivial action of I’. Let Sl denote the set of I invariant subspaces L of - 
(kerdj)’ s R;,) (&Q such that 
(2.6) ]ldj w]( < fi llwll for allw E L 
and S, ‘,‘-, W denote the set of I invariant subspaces L of 
(kerd?)’ c C(2) (R) such that 
(2.71 IId? a(lw 5 JT; IIuI(~ Vu E L. 
Then the respective spectral functions are also given by 
(2.8) Fj (X) s sup {dimr (L)JL E s{} 
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and 
by the variational principle of [lo] and [ 121. This principle is the analogue 
of the min-max principle in finite dimensions, and gives a variational 
characterisation of the von Neumann spectrum of our Laplace operators. 
We introduce the notation 77 for the mesh of the triangulation I? (which 
is of course the mesh for K). 
Our first main result in this section is as follows, 
PROPOSITION 2.2. - There is a constant Cl independent of 77 such that ij 
CL < (& - 1)” and A I ~1, then 
CF. ‘?’ (A) _< Fj (0; A), 
where I$ = (1 - Cl q Jlog qJ (1 + fi))-’ -+ 1 as p isjixed and 7 -+ 0. 
The proof is contained in the following sequence of three lemmas. Let 
P, PI’ denote the projections onto (ker dj)’ and (ker df)’ respectively. 
LEMMA 2.3. - PI@ is injective on L, where L is a r-invariant subspace 
of (ker d,ii)‘. 
Proof - Let a E L and Plf@ a = 0, that is, I&’ a E ker dj. Then 
~df’u=dJ,~u=O. 
Hence d3’; a = 0, since I@ is injective. But a E (ker d:)‘, so a = 0. 
As immediate consequence is that 
dimr (L) = dimr (P%‘(L)). 
This is because P I@ is injective on such subspaces and injective maps of 
U-modules into free modules preserve the I? dimension of the space. 
Recall that I$‘* j Cc2, (I?) = {u E C;z, (ri-) : IId; uI&, 5 p /[u[/;~-}. 
The following is a highly non-trivial estimate in [8]. 
LEMMA 2.4. - Let a E E,f”@ C{2, (I?), then one has for 7 suJjEciently 
small 
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LEMMA 2.5. - If a E Ep “” Ciz, (I?) satisjies II& a\llq 5 fi Ijajll,i, 
and a E (ker (I:‘)‘, then one has 
IldP *alI I (1 - Cl rl llogrll (1 + Ji-;>)-l fi (IP *all, 
for q sufficiently small with respect to p. 
Proofi - Since d (1 - P) = 0, we see that 
JldP I@ all = III% d” all = IId” allrj,, 
I JT; Ilalllq = 6 llPh aIll?,, 
since by hypothesis a = PK a. 
Lemma 2.4 and the equality a = P’ a imply that 
lIPI’ allfir F (1 - Cl rl llogrll (1 + fi>>-l IIP wall. 
This proves the lemma. 
Proof of Proposition 2.2. - For fixed ,u and for q sufficiently small, let 
0; = (1 - Cl rl(logrll(l + Ji-w2. 
It follows from Lemma 2.5 that if L E St lit lv and X 5 b, then 
PI@(L) E S&X’ and from Lemma 2.3 that dimr (L) = dimr (P I@ (~5)). 
The proposition is then merely a consequence of the definition of Fj 
and F”, rP 
Our’next main result of this section is as follows. 
PROPOSITION 2.6. - There is a constant Cz independent of r] such that _ _ 
ifP < (C27f 2/s - 1 and X 5 p, then Fj (A) 5 FF’ w (C,” A), where 
c’” = 7 { 
1+cz v(l+fi)f 
1-G 7) (l+p)% > 
2 ~ 1 as rl ~ 0 
The proof relies on the following sequence of lemmas. 
LEMMA 2.7 ([7]: [S]). - The inequality IIw - I@Awll 5 Cz q llwllS holds 
for all w E HS (M) and s > 5 + 1 where Cz is independent of 7. 
Recall that E, R;,) (&?) = {w E a;;,) (&I) : lldj wl12 5 p llwl12}. 
The following lemma is taken from [9], and its proof is easy. 
LEMMA 2.8. - For w E Ep f$,) (I$ and s > 0, 
11412 5 II4 I (1 + CLT lbJl12. 
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It follows from this lemma that the de Rham map is well defined and 
bounded on the range of E,,,. 
From now on, we shall fix s > ; + 1. 
LEMMA 2.9 [9]. - For w E Ep f$,I (a) fl (kerdj)’ and q sufJicientZy 
small, one has 
Proof. - The operator 
- - - I 
B = (1 - WA) E,, : f$,) (M) + s1{,) (M) 
is bounded for all j with l[Bll < C2 r7 (1 + CL): (using Lemmas 2.7 and 
2.8). Now because w = I@A w + B w, and also as I@ : ker (If + ker dj 
and A : ker dj --f ker d:, we conclude that 
llwll = IIWI 5 IlPJ@~4l + IW4l 
5 IIPvvPA- A w/I + p WI1 
5 JIP” 2 wllw + c2 77 (1 + l,>g IIWII. 
An immediate consequence of this result is that the 
injective on L, where L is a I? invariant subspace of 
(ker dj)’ as soon as 
1 
rl< C2(1+&’ 
map P’ A is 
-w;2, tm n 
Hence, for Q small enough with respect to II, 
dimr (L) = dimr (P’ AL) 
for all I-invariant subspaces L in the range of EX where X < p. Again, 
this is because injective maps of U-modules into free modules preserve 
the I’ dimension of the space. 
LEMMA 2.10. - Let w E Ep f$2, (a) satisfy lldwll 5 &llwll and 
w E (kerdj)‘. Then, for 77 small enough, 
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Proof. - Notice first that since dk (I - PR) = 0, one has 
(Id’+- Aw(lti = \ld’k,+ = (Itid’ AwlI = ~~~&I,J~~. 
Now dw E E, “6; (&.f), since d2 w = 0. Therefore according to 
Lemmas 2.8 and 2.9, 
lldw - tiddwll 5 Cz7(1+4$ lld~ll. 
Therefore using the hypothesis (IdwlJ 2 fi (Iw(I, one has 
piaudw(J <(1+C277(1+c1)~)~(Iw(I. 
The conclusion of the lemma follows from Lemma 2.9. 
Proof of Proposition 2i6. - For fixed p and for 17 sufficiently small, let 
c; = {M} * 
It follows from Lemma 2.10 that if L E Si and X 5 ,v, then P” A (L) E 
Z$Fi *, and from Lemma 2.9 that dimr (L) = dimr (P’ AL). 
The proposition is then merely a consequence of the definition of Fj 
and F”** 
3 . 
We will now prove that $;“, acting on S&l * Cj+l (2) p,. ’ 
the bottom of the spectrum of 8;’ @’ df 
converges to ~0, j, 
of Sj di acing on Sj fl$’ (a), 
the bottom of the spectrum 
as the mesh of the triangulation K goes 
to zero. 
First notice that SF1 * C’+’ (2) (E) = (ker dF)l = (ker sfii>’ d,“)‘, and 
that Sj R{:)’ (a) =” (ker dj)’ = (ker6j dj)l. 
Therefore 
J?,w (JdR uII& 
O,i = inf Ml& 
: a E (kerdf)’ 
and no,j=inf lP412 -: 
11412 
w E (kerdj)’ 
> 
. 
THEOREM 2.11. - The following inequality holds 
Ii-i@ D,lKO,j I&o,> 5 CqKO,j, 
where D, and C, tend to I+ as 77 goes to zero. 
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In particular, t$-;liT converges to 6.0. ,j as the mesh 7 of the triangulation 
K goesto zero. ’ 
Proo$ - Take E > 0, and let w E (ker d,j)’ be such that 
lldwll F (4.J + 4 112 IIWII. 
According to Lemma 2.10, for q small enough, 
Therefore 
i 
2 
$,ti 
0.j 5 
1+C277(1+rco,j+4~ 
l-C27](1+/Qj+E)~ 1 
(KO,j + 4. 
Since E is arbitrary, this gives 
and one sets 
c = l+c2rl(l+~o,j)~ 
t 
2 
7 
I 1-C2Q(1+fQ3j)i ’ 
Take E > 0, and let a E (ker d?)’ be such that 
IId’ c& < (it’,‘” + E)~/~ I(+,. 
For q small enough, (1 - Cl q llog v( (1 + (K:;* + E)I/~)) is positive, 
k.w since by the inequality just proven 6. j is bounded when Q goes to zero. 
According to Lemma 2.5, 
hence 
KO. j L (1 - c1 rl Ilog C1 + 
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Now 
9 
if ~~,,~ ’ 
O>J 
is bounded from above by K as q goes to zero, one sets 
D, = (1 - Cl 7 Jlogq] (1 + fi))-2. 
According to [S], p. 11 (see also [12], p. 389, the spectrum of Sj dj 
acting on Sj 0;;’ (i@) coincides with the spectrum of dj Sj acting on 
dj Ri,) (&f). Therefore one has 
X0. j = minimum {Ka,j-1, fio,j}, 
where Xu,j denotes the bottom of the spectrum of the Laplacian Aj acting 
on R;,) (ti). S’ imi ar remarks apply in the combinatorial situation, and ‘1 
we can therefore state 
COROLLARY 2.12. - The bottom of the spectrum of the combinatorial 
Laplacian A”’ ii’ 
- -7 
3 acting on Ci,) (K), At;W, converges to the bottom 
of the spectrum of the Laplacian Aj acting on $,) (iI?), X0, j. More 
precisely, the following inequality holds 
D-$ x0 j 5 ,y I CrjXO,j. 
where D, and C, tend to l+ as q goes to zero. 
3. Estimates for L2 theta functions 
In this section, we prove some basic estimates for the L2 theta functions 
which we will need later on in the paper. 
Note firstly that if Nj = r (En, ), where Aj = s X dEA, (A) is the 
spectral resolution of the Laplacian Aj, then zj = Fj-1 + Fj + f2, (G) 
(c$ [12]). One sets F-1 = Fn+l = 0. Let pj = Nj + q2, (M), that 
is, iVj = Fj-1 + Fj. Recall the definition of the theta function for the 
Laplacian on L2 j-forms: 
cc 6Q (t) = 7 (CtA,) - q2, (iii) = t 
s 
e-t’ Nj (A) dX. 
0 
Since 
2 Oj (t) = -T (Aj emtAj) < 0, 
0j is a decreasing function. 
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We use a similar notation for the theta function of the combinatorial 
Laplacian, that is, 
For the needs of section 4, we consider the truncated theta functions 
J 
cc 
ej,v (t) = t eext Nj (A) dX. 
h,+% 
and 
where z+ is non-negative and bounded. Our aim is to investigate the 
convergence of the former to the latter as the mesh goes to zero. Note 
that $F’w, Oj+, 0:;” 3 are decreasing as well. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. - There is a to = to (q) such that if t 2 to > 0, then 
(1) exO,J DG’t(jj.v (C$) 2 &t~w”~~;ur (t) +~(q) 
(2) &J.~ Dq’ t ej (Ck t) 5 eXf;w t fl:? * (t) + E (77) 
(3) f9j (C:, t) 5 @” (t) + & (q) 
where to 3 0, E + 0 as Q -+ 0, D, is as in Proposition 2.12 and Ck 
tends to l+ as rj goes to zero. 
Prooj - Choose p= vea, 0 < (Y < 2/s. Then, for q small enough, Ct 
exists and tends to one as 77 goes to zero. Define Ck = Ct. Write 
e~o.jD;'t8,,v(C:,t) =c’&o.~D,~t ’ 
J 
,+&y(+jA 
xo.,+h 
+ C; t+, j D;‘t 
s 
cc 
e-t ‘: A Nj (A) dX. 
P 
By Proposition 2.6 and 2.12, 
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We now proceed to estimate the error 
s 
cc 
E (q, t) z Ci, t e -tcq x-q1 b.3) jvj (A) &/. 
I’ 
Recall that the small time asymptotics of the heat kernel on differential 
forms on the covering space is given for 72 = dim M by 
7 (ewfAJ ) = cj t-71’2 + R (t) 
where limt,o t n/2 R (t) = 0 as in 1201. Hence by the Tauberian theorem, 
the function Nj (X) has the large X asymptotic expansion 
Nj (A) = C,j X”‘2 + fj (A) 
where limx,s X-“1” fj (X) = 0. It follows that, given E > 0, there is a 
h,j > 0 such that for all X > Aj 
yj (A) 5 (Cj + E) A”‘“. 
Hence, if t > to = 1 
c:, {‘-D7T1 x0,, ’ 
then E (17, t) 5 E (q, to). Now, p 
tends to infinity as q goes to zero. Thus, for n small enough, 
J 
!x 
~5 (II, tO> I C i, tO (Cj + E) e--to cc:, x-q fb. 3) y/" dX 
I’ 
where 
C$ = (Cj + E) St+’ em” (7~ + X0.j): dy. 
The proof above also works for parts (2) and (3). 
As a converse to the previous result we establish the following inequality. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. - There is a to = to (71) such that if t > to > 0, then 
where to --+ 0, E --+ 0 as 71 goes to zero, C,, is as in Proposition 2.12 and 
DC tends to If as q goes to zero. 
Prooj - Choose for example 11, = rl-“, 0 < cy < 1. Then, for 71 
small enough, 0; exists and tends to one as q goes to zero. Define 
D:, = 0:. Write 
By Proposition 2.2 and 2.12, 
We now proceed to estimate the error 
By the fullness assumption on the triangulation k’, dimr (C{Z, (k)) = 
dim (Cj (K)) grows like v-n as 17 + 0, see [8]. One then sees that the 
spectral density function of the combinatorial Laplacian on L2 j-cochains 
N”, ti (A) 
J must be bounded, 
N”’ Ii* (A) 5 cj 7,-l~. 
J 
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Hence, if t > to = then E (71, t) 5 E (11, to) and 
‘CC 
The proof above also works for parts (2) and (3). 
Finally, since $j, 19;’ I’-, Bj, V, and 0-T;’ 1”’ are decreasing, one can replace 
G, and Ci, by sup (C,,, Ci,), D,, ani‘bi! by sup (Dry, 0;) in 2.12, 3.1, 
and 3.2; this means that from now on we can identify C, and Ch, D,, 
and D:,, as long as we only use the fact that they tend to one from above 
as n goes to zero. 
4. The main approximation theorem 
In this section, we prove our main approximation theorem, Theorem 4.1. 
This is proved using the approximation theorems for the truncated L2 theta 
functions of the previous section, as well as the approximation theorem for 
the bottom of the spectra of Laplacians in section 2. We will assume that 
X0, j > 0 in this section. The case when X0.j = 0 is proved in section 7. 
Recall the definition of the ,0 invariant, 
PI (M, g) = sup {,d E R : exo,J t Oj3, (t) is 0 (t-‘j) as t + CQ} E [0, CG] 
= liminft,, 
{ 
l”gdj (t) x0.j t - -- 
log t log t 1 
Then our main theorem is 
THEOREM 4.1. - Assume that pj (M, g) > 0. Then in the limit as the 
mesh 77 of the triangulation K goes to zero, e A”. m t $, a- @) 0.3 converges 
uniformly to e’O.1 ’ 0j (t) on [to, +00[ for any to > 0. 
The proof of this theorem is an immediate consequence of the following 
three lemmas. For the rest of this section, we assume that /33 (M, g) > 0. 
First choose vT1 satisfying the following conditions: 
(1) u,, > 0 and vV + 0 as 17 --) 0 
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(2) Atjl'i' < X(),j + II,, 
(3) DO' X - h1.j C,j > 0 for X 2 A(). ,j + V/I. 
Here II,, C,, + If as rl -+ 0, and satisfy 2.12, 3.1 and 3.2 (see the 
remark at the end of section 3). Then we have 
LEMMA 4.2. - As v goes to zero, exn. J ’ Hi. ,, (t) - e A;;,” t ,;y- (t) 
converges uniformly to 0 on [tl? +cm[ for any tl > 0. 
Proofi - By Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 2.12, one has for to = to (71) 
and t > to 
Also by Proposition 3.1 and Theorem 2.11, one has for q small enough 
and to = to (7) and for t 2 to 
So we deduce that for t > to 
Let us estimate 
‘(t, rl) = exO” ““d,.,, (07/l t) - eX”“’ Do’+ Hi. , ,  (C,,t) 
J 
‘X 
= t ,-WA;‘-h,c’,,)+ jy (,q do 
x0. ,+r’G 
.I’ 
x 
-t e -(J’c’,-Xo. 30;’ 1 f qj (A> dA. 
&,,+1/,, 
Let 
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F irst fix po  so that 01  > l/(pe - X0.,;). Then  
where 
11  (4 T) = 
.I 
*i’r+, w O(X.‘/)f _  e-’ ‘(““)‘) Nj (A) CZX 
O>I / 
and  
/ 
lx 
I2 (t, 7) = , c,. t(e-‘4w _  ,-i’(w)jyj 0$)&j. 
Let us first examine 1~ (t, q). For q  near zero, the function t --+ 
t (e- 0  (X.l))t _  e-ij(X.t))t ) is monotonic decreasing for t > l/o.. Now, 
for v small enough,  l/u: < tl, and for t 1 tl, the integrand in 1~ (t, 7) 
is smaller than tl (e-“(X.‘))tl - e-“(X,‘))tl). Thus I2 (t, q) < 12  (tl, q), 
t 2 tl and we have to show the right hand side can be  made  small. 
Now consider T  (71) = tl (e-“(X.‘))tl - e-i’(x.v)tl) as a  function of v. 
As r/ -+ 0, Q  (X, 7) increases to X - X0.; while ,lJ (X, v) decreases to 
the same value. Thus T  (q) decreases to zero as n  goes to zero. By the 
dominaed convergence theorem, IL, (tl , q) goes to zero. W e  conclude that 
J2 (t, q) -+ 0  uniformly in t, t > tl as 77  -+ 0. 
Next we estimate 11  (t, q). Consider 
f (t) = te- o(X.vlt (1 _  e  -3 (A. ‘I)-‘?  (A. q))t ) 
for t E [O, i]. Then  maxtE[o,+,] f (t) = maxtE[o. ;I f (t) and  
Now 
p (A, rj) - a  (A, 7) = (Cl - &l) (A + X0.j). 
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Moreover, since /5’j (AJ, g) > 0, Lemma 1.2 tells us that 
for ,0 ~10, 1[ and X 5 A()., + 1. We first estimate 
5 A (2 &).,j + 1) (Cl, - D1,‘) (L$-’ - 1). 
Now assumption (3) implies that ccV;~yl) is bounded from above. Using 
this we see that 
This is a uniform estimate in t, t 2 tl, and the right hand side goes to 
zero as r) -9 0. We next estimate 
5 C(JQ,.j + PO) (CT, - DT1) Nj (PO) (I- (~0 - X().,j)-I). 
This is a uniform estimate in t, t 2 tl, and the right hand side goes to 
zero as 77 ---f 0. Combining these estimates, we conclude that 11 (t, 7) 4 0 
uniformly in t, t > tl as v + 0. This completes the proof of the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.3. - As 7 goes to zero, e ‘O.J t Oj, L, (t) converges uniformly to 
tlxo’3f Oj (t) On [O? +oC[. 
Proof. - We estimate 
B,j.r/ (t) - exe” t 0,j (t)l = t 
I’ 
h,fv 
e -(A-h,)t NJ (,j) dX. 
- x0 J 
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Since the function t -+ te-(X-Xo~ J ) ’ has its maximum at t = &-- 0.J ’ 
we see that 
5 C e Z# where p > 0, since /3j (A4, g) > 0 and by Lemma 1.2. 
P 
This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.4. - As q goes to zero, e A”. ci, t $-;,I? @)  _ exy t $-, vi- @)  0~3 
converges uniformly to zero on [0, +oo[. 
Proof. - We estimate 
=t e-(bxt;w) t j,$ \t- (A) &. 1 
By Proposition 2.10, cf.ri- (A) < Nj (D,X), and because 
L$ (M 9) > 03 
Nj (A) 2 C (A - X0. j)“, 
for ,L? > 0 and X 5 X0. j + 1. Therefore 
< C (0~ (X0, j + V) - A(), j)” (1 - e-“f). 
This proves the lemma. 
This also completes the proof of Theorem 4.1. 
Remarks. - Suppose one could prove the following result, 
Assume that ,0j (M, g) > 0. G iven small E > 0, there are positive 
constants Cl and C2 which are independent of the triangulation such that 
Cl t-& (-lf,Y)-E 5 ej (q 5 c2 t-,4 (‘11.S)SE. 
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Then, combined with Theorem 4.1, one could deduce a conjecture stated 
in the introduction, that is, 
Assume that /Jj (M, 9) > 0. Then /3j (K, g) converges to ,Oj (M; 9) as 
the mesh of the triangulation goes to zero. Here ,Bi (K? g) denotes the 
combinatorial counterpart of ,Oj (M, g). 
We are sadly as yet unable to improve the estimates in this section to 
prove these conjectures. 
5. Calculations 
In this section, we calculate our von Neumann spectral invariants 
,8) (X, g) on closed hyperbolic manifolds, showing that they differ in 
general from the Novikov-Shubin invariants. We also define Riemannian 
manifolds (M, g) with positive P-decay, that is, ,8j (M, g) > 0 is positive 
for all j. We prove a result which gives some evidence to the conjecture 
stated in the introduction. 
Let X be a closed hyperbolic manifold of dimension d = 2 72 + 1. This 
means that X = l?\G/K is a rank one locally symmetric space with 
G = SO0 (1, d), K = SO (d) and r c G is a torsion-free co-compact 
discrete subgroup. We shall use some results on FRIED [I 11 to help us 
compute our invariants for X. We first describe the Laplacian A, on 
.j-forms on G/K in group theoretic terms as in [ 11 J. 
It turns out that if one normalises the Killing form c on the Lie algebra G 
of G to & c, then the induced G invariant metric on G/K has constant 
sectional curvature equal to - 1. 
Also the Casimir operator on G induces a Casimir operator i2j on G/K 
acting on the space of L” sections of the homogeneous vector bundle 
of j-forms on G/K. Then the Laplacian A,; = --A s2j is a constant 
multiple of the Casimir operator. 
Consider the Iwasawa decomposition G = KAN where A has 
dimension one and hence G/K is a rank one symmetric space such 
that the rank of G is greater than the rank of K. Let A4 be the centraliser 
of A in k. 
G has no discrete series representations and the principal series 
representations of G are parametrised by &I’ x R, which carries a smooth 
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Plancherel density [ 131. One each line g x R, it is of the form P,, (v) dv, 
where PO (v) is an even polynomial of degree d - 1. 
The 0’s which are of interest to us are those which occur in the restriction 
of <j to the subgroup M, where <j denotes the usual representation of 
K + SO(d) on Aj C”.Writing C” = C7l-l $ C, we observe that each 
w E AJ C” is of the form w’ + w” A dxd where w’ E AJ C”-l and 
w” E Al-1 C”-1. H ence [j restricted to M is isomorphic to aj $ aj-1, 
where gj is the usual representation of M = SO (d - 1) on Aj C”-l. 
Each cj is unitary and irreducible except in the case when j = n, in which 
case it decomposes as a direct sum of two irreducible representations g; 
and fly. 
The following theorem can be deduced from [ 111, theorem 2, observing 
that the von Neumann trace of the heat kernel on j-forms on G/K is just 
the identity term in Fried’s version of the Selberg Trace Formula for the 
trace of the heat kernel on j-forms on X. 
THEOREM 5.1. - For j = 0, 1, . ..? n we have 
0, (t) = 7 (exp(-tnj>> = If (OjJ) + If (gj-1) 
where It (g-1) E 0 and 
If (Qj) = aJ 
1, 
m exp (-t (v” + (5)) PO, (v) dv 
Here aj = (“J’)vo~(X) a;I cj = n - j. 
By the isometry induced by the Hodge star operator, we see that 
@j Ct) = Orl-j @) 
for j = 0, 1, 2, . . . . n and hence we obtain expressions for 0, (t) for 
j = 0, 1, .‘.) d. Using these, and the explicit expression for the Plancherel 
measure [ 131, [ 191, we will be able to compute 113J (X). 
THEOREM 5.2. - Let X be a closed hyperbolic manifold of dimension 
d = 2n + 1. Then pj (X) = ,Dj (X) = : for j = 0, 1, . . . . TZ - 1 and 
P,, (X) = PI, (X) = ;. 
Pro05 - Using the following explicit expression for the Plancherel 
measure, 
Pg, (v) = (v2 +(n - j)“)-l n:,, (v2 +k”) 
we see that for j 5 n - 1, 
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Using the previous theorem, we see that a, (X) = ii;ll (X) = + for 
J = 0, 1, . . ., n, - 1. 
The case when j = r~ remains to be studied. In this case 
Using the previous theorem, we see that p,, (X) = p,, (X) = $. 
DEFINITION 5.3. - A closed Riemannian manifold (M, g) is said to have 
positive P-decay if fli (M, g) > 0 is positive for all j. 
We recall that a closed Riemannian manifold (M: .q) is said to be L’- 
acyclic if all the L” Betti numbers of its universal cover vanish, that is, 
$2, (A?) = 0 for all ;j (q! [16], [4]). 
PROPOSITION 5.4. - Let CM, 9) b e a closed L’ acyclic Riemannian 
manifold with positive p-decay, and (N, h) be any closed L” acyclic 
Riemannian manifold. Then (M x N: .9 x h) has positive P-decay. 
Proof. - Since M x N is given the product metric 9 x h, 
and 
x‘2f~‘v 
0.k = minimum (A,“!, + AC1 : 1, + j = k-1 
Since M and N are L”-acyclic 
$‘!XJ (t) = cj+,=k #;!I (t) 0,: (t). A 
Hence we see that 
[& (M x N, g x h) = minimum {/I; (M, 9) + /3’j (N, h) : i + 3 = k:} 
The theorem follows. 
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COROLLARY 5.5. - Let (M, g) be a closed, odd dimensional, hyperbolic 
manifold with positive P-decay, and (N, h) be any closed L2 acyclic 
Riemannian manifold. Then (M x N, g x h) has positive P-decay. 
6. Von Neumann determinants and O-torsion 
In this section, we assume that (M, g) is a closed n-dimensional 
Riemannian manifold such that pj (M, g) > 0. We will define the von 
Neumann determinant of the operator A, - X0.j on & following ideas 
of [16] and [ 141, where the von Neumann determinant of the operator 
Aj was studied. Hence we will also assume that X0.j > 0, without any 
loss of generality. We will compute these determinants for certain closed 
hyperbolic dimensional manifolds. We also define the analytic p-torsion 
in terms of the von Neumann determinants of the operators Aj - Xo,,j, 
by analogy to Ray-Singer torsion [ 181. We also define its combinatorial 
counterpart, which we call combinatorial ,/?-torsion. In the next section, 
we prove a result which gives evidence that the combinatorial p-torsion 
converges to the analytic P-torsion, as the mesh of the triangulation goes 
to zero. 
We begin by defining the partial L” zeta functions of the operator 
A,j - X0.j as follows. 
DEFINITION 6.1. - The partial L2 zetafunctions of the operator Aj - X0, j 
are 
Here s belongs -to a subset of complex numbers which will be speci$ed 
shortly. 
We begin by proving the following lemma. 
LEMMA 6.2. - (j”(s) is a holomorphic function in the half-plane 
S(s) > n/2 and has a meromorphic continuation to C with no pole 
at s = 0. 
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Proof. - Using [20], we have an asymptotic expansion as t + Of of 
-t_l r(e J), 
7 (e -f “J) - t-rj/2 I=:, t,’ c, its t - o+. 
Hence &J,J t 7 (eMtAt ) has the following small time asymptotic 
expansion 
In particular, exu. J t ‘T (8 A ) 5 Ct-“j’ for 0 < t < 1. We deduce that 
<i” (s) is well defined on the half-plane 8 (s) > 71/2. Clearly 
in this region, that is, <ir) (s) is holomorphic in this half-plane. 
The meromorphic continuation of <i” (s) to the half-plane 93 (s) > 
n/2 - N is obtained by considering the first N terms of the small time 
asymptotic expansion of & 1 t r (e-’ K ), 
where R‘v (s) is holomorphic in the half plane 93 (s) > n/2 - N. 
By observation, we see that the meromorphic continuation of <jr) (s), 
also denoted by <jr) (s), has no pole at s = 0. 
COROLLARY 6.3. 
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LEMMA 6.4. - <j’x’ (s) is holomorphic in the half-plane % (s) < 
Pj CM, 9). 
Proo$ - Using the estimate eXo, J ’ 8j (t) 5 C~-,‘J (-jr. g)fE we see that 
Ci”’ (s) is well defined on the half-plane ‘9% (s) < /‘Jj (M, g) , since 
‘ci”’ (a s ,I? (s) (93 (s)(‘ pj (M, g))l 
whenever % (s) < b,j (M, g). Clearly & (;j”’ (s) = 0 on this half-plane. 
The following is an immediate consequence of the proof of Lemma 6.4. 
COROLLARY 6 5 - ((“:‘(O) = 0. * . J 
DEFINITION 6.6. - Dejine the L” zeta function of the operator A; - Xn. j 
as follows. 
(j (S) = ((I’ (S) + C’“’ (S) -J J . 
The following theorem summarizes the prior lemmas. 
THEOREM 6.7. - <j (s) is holomorphic near s = 0. Its value at zero is 
DEFINITION 6.8. - The von Neumann determinant of the operator Aj -X0, j 
on $l is by dejinition 
ID&I (Aj - X0.j) = exp (-Cj (0)). 
We now compute this determinant on hyperbolic manifolds. In 
principle, it is possible to use a computer program and compute all the 
determinants. As an illustration, we compute the von Neumann determinant 
of Al - X0.1 = Al - 1 on five dimensional hyperbolic space. We use 
the notation of section 5. 
Since there are no L2 harmonic differential forms on five dimensional 
hyperbolic space, we see that <i (0) = 0 by Theorem 6.7. By Theorem 5.1, 
01 (t> = T (exp (-t Al)) = If (01) + If (CTO) 
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where 
Ix’ It (q) = u,j 
1, 
exp (-t (Y2 + CT)) PO, (u) du 
Here j = 0, 1, aj = (:) v01 (X) and X0.j = C; = (2 - j)’ 
An easy calculation yields 
LEMMA 6.9. - The von Neumann determinant of 01 - X0.1 is given by 
log (Det,l (Al - 1) = 8.7062~01 (X) 
Next we define the analytic ,&torsion to be 
DEFINITION 6.10. - Suppose that M is a manifold with positive p-decay. 
Then the analytic p-torsion is defined to be the product 
One can make an analogous definition in the combinatorial setting. 
The results of the next section suggest that the combinatorial torsion 
may converge to its analytic counterpart. We plan to discuss this further 
elsewhere. 
7. Convergence of theta and zeta functions 
Using the results of section 3, we prove in this section that the L” 
combinatorial theta function, as a function of the time variable converges 
uniformly on compact subsets to the L” analytic theta function as the 
mesh of the triangulation goes to zero. 
Then we are able to prove the analogue of this result for L’-zeta 
functions. However, to define these zeta functions, one needs to impose the 
condition of positive decay on the manifold. Our method of circumventing 
the slow decay of the L” theta functions is to split the L2 zeta functions 
into two partial zeta functions. We introduce an analogous splitting of the 
combinatorial L2 zeta function and prove that the resulting partial zeta 
functions converge as the mesh of the triangulation goes to zero to the 
corresponding L2 analytic partial zeta functions, uniformly on compact 
subsets of their respective domains. These results are analogs for our 
situation of the Dodziuk-Patodi theorems [S]. 
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If our manifold has positive P-decay, then using Theorem 4.1, we prove 
that the zeta functions of the operator A”’ Ii’ 
_ _ 
- Ai:;rrT converge to the 
zeta functions of the operator Aj - X0, j as the mesh of the triangulation 
goes to zero. Recall that we have also come across these zeta functions 
in the previous section. 
We begin with 
_ _ 
THEOREM 7.1. - As the mesh goes to zero, OT”rY (t) converges to 8j (t) 
uniformly on the set [tl, ca) for any tl > 0. 
Proofi - By Propositions 3.1 and 3.2, we see that 
SO it suffices to prove that 0, (B, t) converges, uniformly in t E [tr , CO), 
to Bj (t) as 77 ---f 0. Here B,) ---f If as 77 -+ 0. By the mean value theorem, 
we see that for t 2 tl, 
IQj (Bq t> - 8, (t>l I IBq - 11 M 
where M = supt2tl (t r (Aj eet Aj ) 1. It suffices to show that M is finite. 
Now. 
t T ( A,j eetlJ ) = t 
.I 
s XC?-” dNj (A) 
0 
= -t 
.I 
x 
eet A Nj (A) dX + t” 
0 .i 
3c 
X f?-” Nj (A) dX 
0 
So for t > tr, 
Ixi It T (A, eCt’j )I Ilr;‘2)(M)+Hi(tl)+ 
s 0 
Xe-‘Nj $ dX. 
0 
That is, M < co. 
Let &l denote a closed manifold. Recall the definition of the Novikov- 
Shubin invariants, 
(1.j (111) = SUP {p E R : 8j (t) is 0 (t-l’) as t + CX} E [0, m] . 
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It has been shown by NOVIKOV and SHUBIN [lo] that the numbers CL; (N) 
are independent of the choice of metric on M, and in fact GROMOV and 
SHUBIN [ 121 show that they depend only on the homotopy type of M. We 
recall from [16) the following definition. 
DEFINITION 7.2. - A manifold M is said to have positive decay tf all oj 
its Novikov-Shubin invariants a,j (M) are positive, for j > 0. 
Let K be a smooth triangulation of M. Recall the definition of the 
combinatorial analogue of the Novikov-Shubin invariants, 
a,; (K) = sup {p E R : O,fF.rr- (t) is 0 (t-j) as 1: -+ CC} E [O. CC]. 
It has been shown by A. V. EFREMOV [9] that the numbers cl,, (K) are 
independent of the choice of triangulation of M, and hence they depend 
only on the topology of M. In fact, EFREMOV proves that 
CV, (K) = ‘2.j (M). 
Note that one can extract the proof of his result from sections 2, 3 and 4. 
See [ 16, 171, [ 141 for numerous examples of manifolds with positive 
decay. 
In the following discussion, we will only consider manifolds with 
positive decay. 
Now we define the zeta function of the Laplacian nj following [16], 
and recall some of its properties. Introduce two partial zeta functions: 
S(S) > :dimM . 
and under the assumption that M has positive decay, 
1 
x CJ (‘, d = m 0.j (t) t“‘-’ dt (% (c~) < n.j (M)). , 
/ 
1 
Then cj (s, CG) is analytic for 8 (s) < clj (M) whereas <j (s, 1) is 
analytic for 8 (s) > 3 dim M and has an analytic continuation to a 
neighbourhood of zero. Thus with this understanding we can define the 
zeta function to be the sum 
i,j (cs) = <j (ST X) + CJ (s, 1). 
It is analytic on a neighbourhood of zero. 
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We -h%y!\(e seen that the assumption of positive decay implies decay 
for 0;’ I1 (t) (with the same aj (M)) and hence we may define zeta 
functions CF. Ii- (s) similarly in terms of 0”. ‘I7 (t) (note however that in 
the combinkorial case the theta functions aie well defined at t = 0 and so 
the analytic continuation we employed above is not necessary). 
THEOREM 7.3. - Let M be a closed manifold with positive decay. Then 
(1) the combinatorial partial zeta function 
pi7 (s, 1) S & 
converges for !?I (s) > i dim M = !j uniformly on compact subsets to 
(j(S, l)EEL ’ 
u-4 I 
f-l 0, (t) dt 
. 0  
(2) while the other combinatorial partial zeta function: 
converges for !X (s) < CA (M) = min {aj (M)} uniformly on compact 
subsets to 
1 ‘X 
<j (S7 0) 3 - 
r (4 I 
t”-’ Bj (t) dt. 
. 1 
ProofI - Part (1). Let F be a compact subset of the half-plane ‘S(s) > $, 
that is % (s) 2 ; + S for all s E F. We need to prove that given E > 0 
1 .i IJ’ w dt 0 0 t” e-‘A (NJ (A) - j$- (A)) dX < E 
for all q small enough and for any s E F. 
Since Bj (t) 5 Ct-‘i- for 0 < t 5 1, one sees that 
II’(S) & (s, 1)1 5 J,l dt ix’ tS(“) e-*‘y, (A) dX < CX) 
is finite and bounded for any s E F. Therefore, given E > 0, there is 
an m > 0 such that 
*l 
‘cc 
.I 1 
dt t%(.“) e-’ A NJ (A) dX < E. 
0 I,, 
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By the uniform convergence theorem and using Propositions 2.2 and 2.6. 
one has for n small enough, 
1 I II ‘,,, dt * 0 0 t” ctx (Iv, (A) - ivy- (A)) dlx < & 
uniformly for s E F. In the notation of Proposition 2.2, define the interval 
S,,, = (rrl. {h-l)) 
where h = (7 llogn[)‘. Then by Proposition 2.2, for all X E S,,, one has 
the inequality 
lVfF.irT (A) 5 Nj (D,, A). 
On the other hand, if X > rn, and X $L S,,,, then there is a ,kI > 0 such that 
x 2 B (77 l~%rllr2 
for all rl small enough. By the fullness assumption on K, one has 
N;-. (A) 5 yrj-” 
for some y > 0. 
One estimates for s E F, 
Thus there is a constant C > 0 such that for S E F, one has 
-1 I II ‘X dt 0 t“ e-” Nf-- (A) dX 5 CE . ,?, 
for all r] small enough. 
This proves Part I. 
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Part (2). - Let F be a compact subset of the half-plane !R (s) < aj (M), 
that is %  (s) 5 oj (M) +S for all s E F. We need to prove that given E > 0 
for all q small enough. For s E F, we see as in the first line of the proof 
of Theorem 7.1, that the sequence of functions 
is dominated, for t E [l, co), by the function 
‘9Wl j Bj (;) - Oj (t) /  +ts(“)-l 18, (at) - Bj (t)l + ts(“)-l E (t). 
The first two terms above are clearly integrable on the interval [I, 00). 
We now examine the last term. From section 3, we see that 
We observe that for a > 0, one has 
Therefore for s E F, one has 
s cc tB(“)-l E (t) dt 5 2 / x tBg(,‘)-’ $,j (2 t) dt 1 . 1 
and the third term in (*) is integrable on the interval [l, CQ). By 
Theorem 7.1, we see that 
limll.+o tcR(“)-l l@f. w PI - Sj @>I = O  
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pointwise, for any t E [l, CXI). By the Dominated Convergence Theorem, 
we conclude that for s E F 
.I ’ ‘x pi(,~)-l IO?-. ri- .I (t) - H,, (t)l dt < E 1
for all v small enough, proving part 2. 
This is the analogue for L”-zeta functions of the results of [8] for the 
ordinary zeta function. Notice that in fact the proofs make no essential 
use of the representation of the fundamental group (they use only the fact 
that the commutant is a semi-finite von Neumann algebra). 
For the next theorem, we assume that the following conjecture holds, 
Assume that /jl (All, g) > 0. Then ,O, (K, g) converges to [!i (n/f. 9) as 
the mesh of the triangulation goes to zero. Here /!j (K, g) denotes the 
combinatorial counterpart qf [Ii (M, 9). 
This conjecture was stated in the introduction and also discussed in 
section 4. Then in the notation of section 6, Theorem 4.1 combined with 
dominated convergence implies: 
THEOREM 7.4. - Let (M; g) be a closed Riemannian manifold with 
positive P-decay. Then the combinatorial partial zeta function of the 
operator fl”- Ii- .I 
_ xx-.,Ii- 
0.J 
converges ,for % (s) > I$ dim M uniformly on compact subsets to 
p (4 5 $j A1 t.‘-l exe. 1’ Hj (t) dt 
while the other combinatorial partial Zeta function of the operator 
pi-. IT. 
J 
_ xli-.,vi-: 
()..I 
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converges for 8 (s) < /3 = min {,b’j (Al, g)} uniformly on compact subsets 
to 
Proof. - The proof is similar to that given in the previous theorem, 
but now using the results in sections 2 and 4 instead. The only new point 
to observe is that the assumption that the conjecture holds is used to 
show that when the mesh of the triangulation is small enough, one sees 
that L3j (K, g) is positive and so the combinatorial partial zeta function 
(s) is defined. The detailed proof will be omitted. 
8. Appendix 
Here we present a proof due to Terry LYONS that PO (A4. g) 2 1 and 
@a (M, g) 2 1. He has kindly permitted us to do so. 
PROPOSITION. - PO (M, 9) 2 1 and /30 (M, 9) > 1. 
ProoJ: - Let Aa. 0 be the spectral gap. Then there is a u > 0, u E Lx (A?) 
such that 
That is, ‘u is a ground state for Ao. Then either there is a y E ~1 (M) 
such that y* ‘u is not proportional to TJ, or for every y E xt (M), 
7* v = cp (7) v 
for some morphism cp : ~1 (AI) -+ R+. 
Case 1. - Suppose that there is a y E ~1 (A4) such that y* ‘o is not 
proportional to U. Then 
UzYt>> 
v 
is a positive, non-constant harmonic function for the Markovian semi-group 
with integral kernel 
‘u (Y) fit (x, Y) = eXoJJ*m (x, yy> - v (x) . 
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Since 1 and u are non-proportional positive harmonic functions for this 
semigroup, it is a classical result then that fit is transient c$ [ 1] page 44. 
that is, 
Case 2. - Suppose that for every y E 7rr (AJ), 
y* 7/ = $0 (y) 71 
for some morphism cp : ~1 (AJ) ---) R+. Then the Markovian semigroup 
is ~1 (M) invariant, by a simple calculation. Now by [15] theorem 3, @t 
admits a non-constant, positive harmonic function U. So we see again that 
j$ (x:, g) is transient. 
We conclude that $t (x, y) is always transient. It follows immediately 
that PO (1M, 9) 2 1. To prove that ,& (M, 9) 2 1, we further argue as 
follows. 
Let K = jix eXo” ‘pf (x, Z) dt < oc. Recall that the function 
t -+ ebl t pt (z, x) is non-increasing. Therefore 
t &.o t pt (CL II:) 5 &J.o .’ 
2 
p,, (II:. :c) ds 2 K 
and DO (M, 9) 2 1. 
Note added in proof 
In 36 and 7, we discuss the zeta function, which is written as the sum 
of two functions. Since the paper was written. it turns out that there is 
a more elegant way of writing the zeta function, cf. [CFM], page 177, 
definition 5.7, viz. 
For X > 0, the zeta function of the Laplacian Aj is defined on the 
half-plane s(s) > n/2 as 
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It has been shown by [BFKM], that <j(S, X), viewed as a function of s, 
is holomorphic in the half-plane 9%(s) > n/2 (where n = dim 111) and has 
a meromorphic continuation to the complex plane with no pole at s = 0. 
Recall that M is said to be of determinant class if 
.I 
-1 x 
log(X)cW;(X) > -CC or, equivalently, 
.I 
tp1f9j(t)dt < X 
0 1 
for allj = O,..., n. Equivalence of these two conditions was proved in 
[BFKM], Proposition 2.12. 
Under the hypothesis that M is of determinant class, viz. the limit 
limx-,o [J(O, X) exists, where the prime denotes the differentiation with 
respect to s; we will denote this limit by <i(O, 0). It agrees with the 
derivative of the zeta function after definition 7.2, in the case when M 
has positive decay. Also, it is known that manifolds with amenable 
fundamental groups ([DMJ) and residually finite fundamental groups ([Lu], 
[BFKM]) are of determinant class. The proofs in our paper go through 
with only minor modifications for this case. 
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